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(2) The compiler did not seem to work well with code generated by a KAI tool that converted SGI directives to OpenMP. When it was specified that variables should default to SHARED, matters improved.
Most of the error messages disappeared, and the job seemed to run correctly. l On IBM systems, there is a problem that if an OpenMP job tries to use all of the processors, then it is competing with the operating system for the attention of a processor.
OpenMP jobs tend to be relatively fine-grained; thus, if the operating system needs 5% of a processor's attention, then the other processors will spend 5% of their time spinning while waiting for the last thread to catch up. Obviously, the problem gets worse as the number of processors in the system increases because the number of processors sitting at a spin lock increases, while the amount of time required by the operating system can also increase.
On the IBM SP, problems are even worse, such as the following:
(1) When performing mixed-mode programming with MPI going between nodes, servicing MPI requests from other processors will also require the attention of a processor, slowing things down even more.
(2) Asynchronous transfer of data between nodes can also put a strain on the memory system, which, in the case of some configurations, is already stretched fairly thin. The graphical interface provides browsing through performance data to identify parallel regions or loops that require attention.
Performance
Application Progra rnming Interface (PAPI) is a specification and reference implementation of a cross-platform library interface to hardware counters [4, 51. These counters exist as a small set of registers that count "events," which are occurrences of specific signals, and states related to the processor's function.
Monitoring these events facilitates correlation between the structure of source/object code and the efficiency of the mapping of that code to the underlying architecture. This correlation has a variety of uses in performance analysis and tuning.
PAPI virtualizes the counters on a per-process and perthread basis and can be used for analysis of threaded programs including OpenMP.
PAPI is being installed on some SRC machines.
Vampir is a performance analysis tool for MPI parallel programs developed by Pallas in Germany.
Vampir is available on some SRC machines. For example, when using the C$doacross directives on SGI, sometimes the optimal solution is to specify INTERLEAVE, which is equivalent to STATIC scheduling with a CHUNK SIZE of 1. Alternatively, sometimes the optimal solution will be to specify STATIC and let the CHUNK SIZE default. In this case, the default is not 1, rather it is the largest CHUNK SIZE that will result in a uniform distribution of work among the processors (within the limitations of integer division).
We plan to investigate use of this optimization with the EPCC scheduling benchmark. Number of threads 12
